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Renovations coming, licence to follow
by John Carpenter
The WLU pub, more commonly
referred to as the 'Turret', is pres-
ently in operation in the Student
Union Ballroom. However, there is
still no liquor license for this estab-
lishment and SAC is obtaining ban-
quet permits for each day to cover
day to day operations. It was the
original intention of SAC to obtain
afull time license for the Turret but
this was abandoned when a certain
policy of the present LLBO inter-
fered.
Due to past difficulties with stu-
dent run pubs they have decided
that licenses would be no longer
granted to university pubs. At this
point, the university administration
stepped in and agreed to accept re-
sponsibility for the pub as well as
hold the license. A working agree-
ment was drawn up between SAC
and Cliff Bilyea in order to set the
standards for this coalition. This
does not mean that theadministra-
tion will run the pub. It is to be
totally funded and controlled by
SAC and the only point where the
administration could step in would
be in the case of SAC's operation
being contrary to LLBG regula-
tions and therefore in violation of
the terms of the license.
The first major obstacle was en-
countered two months ago when
the board representatives pointed
out that there were not sufficient
washroom facilities to meet their
standards. One more toilet is re-
quired for the men's washroom and
two more for the women's wash-
room. Since most of the SAC
funds for this year have been
budgeted for, the council was un-
able to meet this obligation. So,
Phil Turvey, President of SAC,
sent what is known as a letter of
intent to the Liquor Control Board:
a letter which commits next years
council to making these alterations
and budgeting the necessary funds
for them.
The alterations entail tearing out
the back wall in the ballroom and
moving it forward in order to ac-
comodate the installation of more
toilets and the estimated cost is ap-
proximately $12,000.
Part of theoriginal agreement for
the Turret was that Willison
Lounge was to remain closed when
the pub was in operation and that
the pub could not operate if the
lounge was open. This is a fire pre-
caution which had to do with exit
space and apparently with both in
operation there are not enough
doorways in case of an emergency.
On Thursday, two LLBO in-
spectors were here to inspect the
premises and they stated that the
original agreement on Willison
Lounge was no lQnger sufficient
and would probably not get ap-
proval from the fire marshal. So
now there are some new require-
ments which must be met; there are
not enough fire doors. The pro-
posal is to change that sliding door
leading out to the balcony to a fire
door which will open out. In order
to make this a fire-escape, steps
leading from the balcony to the
ground must be installed. SAC has
been balking at the prospective
costs of the constantly increasing
requirements of LLBO so a new
agreement had been drawn up bet-
ween- SAC and the university ad-
ministration. After the date of Oc-
tober-.Ist, 1974,theadministration
has agreed to pay for further altera-
tions which are necessary in order
to obtain the license.
The next move is for the ad-
ministration to check with thefire
marshall and make sure that the
changes are necessary. If they are,
the alterations must be either made
immediately or another letter of in-
tent must be sent to the LLBO by
an administrative official.
All of this bureaucratic juggling
of costs still leaves SAC and ulti-
mately the studentresponsible for a
number of things. Locking devices
mustbe altered and fire prevention
equipment is to be installed.
Eventually, the pub should be
operating on a more permanent
basis, legally, and we should be
able to drink here under the same
conditions as any other Ontario
bar.
. . photo by the editor
Inspecting for the permanent license, the inspector (to the right of Turvey) found a lot in need of
renovation.
Record Co-op shortens hours
by Susan Mulhall
The Co-op management has
been forced to set back their
..operating hours from Monday to
Thursday 10:00a.m.-2:00p.m.and
Friday 10:00 a.m.-to 12:00 p.m. to
Wednesday and Thursday 10:00to
2:00 due to insufficient funds to
cover the costs of its student help.
Although the Co-op has experi-
enced a good response from the
student body the small mark-up of
sixty centson albums isnot enough
to meet management costs. Rather
thanraise the price ofalbums to the
students the Co-op -has decided to
reduce costs by cutting back on its
hours.
The Record Co-op's purpose is
to provide the students with an op-
portunity to buy low-priced al-
bums. Since they are operating in
direct competition with the Book-
store the co-op prices are generally
fifty cents cheaper. The Record
Co-op is SAC's response to the
monopoly situation the Bookstore
holds on the WLU campus.
Without competition the Book-
store is free to set prices as it sees
fit. This leads to higher rates which
the studentmust pay. Although the
Co-oponly touches on the fringe of
the Bookstore's operations it is at
least a start to a more democratic
system within the school. Whether
or not SAC will ever offer further
services in competition with the
Bookstore remains to be seen.
The Record Co-op has worked
out an arrangement with its dis-
tributor which will enable the Co-
op to receive shipment of new re-
leases much sooner than in the
past.
In addition to lower prices the
Co-opoffers agood supply of"old-
ies". Students may also order al-
bums which are not in stock.
It is hoped that students will not
be greatly inconvenienced by the
shortened hours.
Silence is golden
by John Carpenter
You're probably wondering
what happened to Radio Laurier
last week. The static was terrible
and became progressively worse as
the week went on. Most ofthe time
the announcers would be cut off in
mid-sentence and left with only an
electronic drone in their head-
phones. Finally, on Sunday night,
the power source dropped dead, so
security had to be called to shut off
the power and the station was
forced off the air.
The problem seems tobe that the
power source wasriot designed to
survive the constant use which it
gets at this institution for longer
than 3 years and there are no re-
placement parts available in this
country. After a great deal of
searching areplacement was finally
located, but it is in Illinois. An ex-
ecutive order was obtained from
SAC in order to speed up the
bureaucratic process and the
necessary $300 was used to purch-
ase this piece which should arrive
shortly. Considering all the instal-
lation time and other difficulties,
the station will probably be unable
to return to the air wavesfor at least
seven weeks.
It is unfortunate that these dif-
ficulties were encountered now be-
cause it prevents the airing of spe-
cial Christmas features which prog-
ramme director Dave Gilchrist has
planned for before the holidays,
The Boar's Head Dinner has long been a tradition here at WLU
and this Wednesday night the tradition will be carried on in the T.A.
The speaker for this event will be Dave Broadfoot, comedian,
recording artist and author. He is familiar to mostofus as aresult of
a Molson's Golden commercial in which he raced to the end ofthe
pool. He's the guy who lost. Then there's thatpaper towel commer-
cial where he stars as a foot worm. 'Ah, now you remember; well he's notjust your average commer-
cial actor. He justcompleteda book entitled Sex andSecurity, he has
spent years as a night-club comedian, and as an actor in numerous
comedy reviews. His wide experience in Canadian and international
entertainment should make him a very interesting speaker.
...and the whole charade begins again
It's that timeof the year, when one gets festive, or hung over, depending on which side of thefestive
fence one is on. It's still a month from Christmas, but the parade is overand the rush to buy ison. Isit
odd thatChristmas starts in November? Not to the merchants. Do you feel like Christmas? Does it
look like Christmas? Are you buying? Merry purchasing and a happy new credit rating.
Be sure to vote in the election on December 2
Boar's Head
by Mike Strong
This year's Boar's Head Dinner
is being held on Wednesday, De-
cember 4, at 7:00 pm in the theatre
auditorium. This traditional WLU
dinner dates back to 1951 and is
considered the University's official
Christmas celebration.
The guest speaker this year is
Dave Broadfoot, the well known
television, comedian. Appearing
with him at the head table will be
numerous university and student
bureaucrats. As usual the proces-
sion will lead off with theuniversity
jester preceeding the boar's head
ona platter. The W.L.U. choir will
follow the chefs in while chanting
the Boar's Head carol. The proces-
sion, illuminated candlelight is
impressive but the outstanding fea-
ture of the night is the actual serv-
ing of the food. The waiters every
year attempt to break the existing
speed record for serving the entire .
assembly. The existing record is
approximately six minutes, and
was set three years ago. The wait-- ers, directed by Rev. Shultz„ theuniversity librarian are already
making plans to eclipse this mark.
If you are interested in joining the
waiter's ranks leave your name at
the S.A.C. office or phone
884-1361.
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BAHAMAS
• Adventure Tours •
Feb. 2-9 $289 TJSL7.
GRAND BAHAMA HOTEL and
COUNTRY CLUB
Price Includes: Roundtrip Nordair flights • Tranifert to and fromhotel in Bahamas • 7 nights air conditioned accommodation* 7 fullbreakfasts • 4 dinners • fantastic sports facilities Including golf (nogreen fees) tennis, snorkeling, skindiving and more. Book early.
Open Daily 9-5:30 and Sat. 9-12
You Don't Have To Be A Member
ONTARIO MOTOR LEAGUE
world<gg>wide
■—r TRAVEL AGENCY
836 Courtland Aye. E. Guelph Office
Kitchener - 576-1020 821-9940
￿TIN AT SOLITAIRE
Give your Queen of Hearts an Ace of Diamonds.
A dazzling, glorious diamond solitaire...
with all the brilliance of your special love.
It's in the cards... she'll be yours
forever... and you'll be the happy winner.
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Monday, December 2nd, 1974
ELECT
NEIL A. MAC EACHERN
for a City of Waterloo Public School
TRUSTEE
on the Waterloo County Board of
Education
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Something to'<cheers"abouf:
Now the glorious beer of Copenhagen is brewed right here in Canada.
It comes to you fresh from the brewery. So it tastes even better than ever.
And Carlsberg is sold at regular prices.
So let's hear it, Carlsberg lovers. "One, two, three . . I Cheers!"
change __
of cow/c?
We've gota program for you that could change the
course ofyour whole future —successfully.
It's called our Sales & Marketing Management
Program, and it's for graduates who want the most
out of their career and have the drive to earn it.
To find out more fill in the coupon below or talk to
your Campus Recruitment Officer about an interview.
The Canada Life Assurance Company, — ,' The Canada Life Assurance Company{ 330 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario MSG IRB
I Send me more information about your Sales & Marketing Manage- Jj ment Program. = i
| NAME , I
l ADDRESS 1
| COURSE . , : J
J (Include resume ifavailable.)
Those who have not...
by Patricia Bush
Canada has once again proven to
be the traditional "nice guy
within the world community with
her pledge of 1,000,000 tons offood
grains over three years to aid de-
veloping countries during the re-
cent World Food Conference.
Canada's other commitments in-
clude $50 millionfor use in agricul-
tural research and her participation
in the few schemes that theConfer-
ence managed to scrape together
during their holiday in Rome must
be commended.'
Not only did Canada participate
with what James Rusk ofthe Globe
and Mail called "apparentpolitical
will", herpledge ofgrain exceeded
that of any other nation rep-
resented at the Conference. But
even this amount is none too im-
pressive when the total aid in food,
money and developmental re-
search involves numbers that are in
mostcases too astronomical for the
normal healthy, well-fed Canadian
to appreciate let alone com-
prehend.
Canada should not slap herself
~on the back tooloudly. Perhaps she
was not caught up in the challeng-
ing that went on between the Un-
ited States and the OPEC (Organi-
zation of Petroleum Exporting
Countries) to see who would move
first.
Obviously theirs was-a battle
over trade and did not really con-
cern itselfwith the sending offood"
to the developing nations in Asia,
Africa and South America. But, to
takea self-righteous and "hey look
what we've done" attitude could
be theCanadian people's undoing.
It is too easy for people to read
such optimistic reports on Cana-
dian benevolence and then sweep
theproblem of world food stores as
well as other major international is-
sues (her selling of the bomb for
instance to India) under the rug
where they seem to have been col-
lecting dust for far too long.
Perhaps the importance granted
to this problem offood shortage is
revealed to us through the actions
ofourown Minister ofExternal Af-
fairs, Allen MacEachen, who only
stayed long enough to-read his ad-
dress to the Conference, and the
Minister of Agriculture, Eugene
Whelan's insistence that we would
co-operate if we could be assured
that commercial grain markets
would not be sacrificed with these
plans to increase production and
therefore create surplus reserves.
The wealthier countries spent a
lotoftime lecturing to the underde-
veloped countries about their poor
attitudes and agricultural inade-
quacies, pointing out that they
should mobilize their own farmers
at a local level to increase overall
production.
Perhaps this preaching might
help the developingcountries in the
long term, but for the immediate
problems felt to behorribly in need
of solution today, such instruction -is of no use. It is abhorrent to notethat the target setby the conferenceof 10,000,000 tons of grain per
annum was not nearly met and of
theprospected $5 billion only $1.5
billion was promised.
Most countries contributions
were token gestures at the very
most, though most countries fol-
lowed the conference's policies in
principle. Perhaps one could follow
the line ofthought thatadvocates a
policy which condones mass star-
vation on the grounds that it will
alleviate any food shortage prob-
lems in the future.
According to Russian agricul-
turists and economists the world is
quite capable of handling these
problems if managed in a compe-
tent and regulated fashion.
Leadership in such programmes
then is of utmost importance. The
United States showed no clear
signs of such qualities at all during
the Conference and none of the
other powers took any real initia-
tive to step in and takeadvantage of
such a unique situation, except
perhaps Canada, Sweden and
Norway.
Members of the European
Economic Community and even
the fast developing and ever-
promising Japan were hardly heard
from atall. Russia did participate in
some of the negotiations concern-
ing grain producing countries of
which it is ofmajor importance, but
it made no really binding commit-
ments.
China, although ithas apparently
mastered the feeding of her mill-
ions, is keeping tight-lipped and
making more moves to attract the
non-aligned countries than ones
that might precipitate the sending
of aid to the "hungry nations."
Perhaps she knows something that
the other industrial nations haven't
quite caught onto yet.
Inany case, most showings at the
Conference were not very condu-
cive to an overall feeling that some-
thing major was accomplished in
Rome.
What was accomplished by this
World Food Conference? An ag-
ricultural development fund has
been called for but has yet to be
funded. Theglobal warningand in-
formation system to keep nations
up on the world food situation is on
the brink of being useless before it
gets underway, because the cer-
tainty of all nations participating'
can not be guaranteed. The reserve
surplus,plan still has to be
negotiated by countries that are
fearful of their own supplies, and a
food aid plan that has been insti-
tuted has not been a quarter
pledged.
All these "accomplishments" ,
ring of dismal failure. The only
goodthing that came outofthe con-
ference other than the meagre
amounts that were promised, was
the fact that such a conference
could in fact be carried off at all.
Despite the political overtones
that were expressed by the United
States and her friends in the OPEC
the conference did have some
merit. In a time when international
dependence is of the utmostimpor-
tance, the organization of such a
conference is encouraging.
The goals of the World Food
Conference and any other subse-
quent gatherings might be to bring
the poor of the developing nations
into the more productive social and
economic mainstream of the luck-
ier countries, whatever theirpoliti-
cal framework, and whatever their
place in the international power
hierarchy.
To create a more human view of
agricultural development within
these cbuntries is also important.
Land reform, agricultural co-
operatives, adult education and the
overthrow of the class systems
under which many of these de-
veloping countries exist, would
constitute the necessary change
thatalleviate the world's increasing
food problems.
Change is the key word, on a na-
tional as well as a personal and
local scale. People in the industrial
as well as the developing nations
must be educated or at least made
aware of the immediate dangers
thatfactors such as the World Food
Conference pointed out indicate.
It is a fearful thought to have to
agree with Simone Weil that one
has to pass through one's own an-
nihilation and live at length in a
state of total and supreme humila-
tion before one sees the truth. The
nations that are suffering now be-
cause of the world's' and perhaps
their own failure to formulate a
"political will" are sufferings
enough for ourselves, our children
and our grandchildren through
their mass starvation. Oneday they
will have found the "truth" and
terrified by the prospects of their
total annihilation, they will pick up
arms and turn on us.
If that happens, Canada's prom-
ise of 1,000,000 tons ofgrain will be
of little use to her at all, and
perhaps it is up to each individual
person and nation to deal with the
consequences that would ensure
success. \
...and those who have...
by Mike Williams
Fighting against the formidable
opposition of fifty University of
Waterloo engineers and normal
students, a team of fifty business
and normal students from WLU
went down to defeat in the banana
split eating contest?
The contest, held last Thursday,
was an attempt by the teams to
break a record set by a fifty man
team from the University of West-
ern Ontario. The record is 350, or
seven a person, with the individual
record of fourteen being held by a
woman from Western.
Sponsored by Baskin and Rob-
bins, an international ice cream
emporium based in the United
States, it provided whatthey called
in a press release a "standard three
scoop banana split." -Although there have been com-
plaints from certain areas, particu-
larly concerning the starvation so
rampant today and the overbearing
display of overconsumption, this
criticism is basically unfounded.
Each university was to pay two dol-
lars percontestant. However, upon
realizing the immense publicity
value the firm would get, Dave
Seeburg, manager ofthe branch in
Waterloo said, they decided to give
the money, which was to defray the
cost, to the World Famine Relief
fund. This was supplemented by
one hundred dollar donations from
each school.
The topeater for WLU was John
Carpenter, who managed to sup-
plement his dining hall diet with
eight banana splits.
photo
by
me
The man inthe middle is hungry JohnCarpenter,moments before the
contest.
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SKI SALE
SOHLER SKIS rmany
Regular $150 to $250
Sale $3995 to $9995
20 pair only
For Example
SOHLER total Plastic
• foam core- fiberglass top and bottom
Regular $150 Sale $3995
THESE SKIS ARE
1973 MODELS AND
ARE ALL BRAND NEW
BONNA Cross Country Skis
■ over 20 laminations- hickory base with
lignostone edges
Sale $57"
PACKAGE NO. 1
' ■ Euro Sport Skis, made: in Finland.
Birch base.
■ Bonna Poles with leather adjustable
straps.
■ Jafa toe bindings.
■ Bata Boots, made in Canada. Leather
with built-in snow cuff, vibram sole.
$54M
PACKAGE NO. 2
* Fiberglass reinforced no-wax skis.
P-tex base with half moons.
■ Bonna Poles with leather adjustable
straps.
* Trak binding with heel plate.
■ Bata Shoes, made in Canada. Leather
with built-in snow cuff. Vibram sole.
$7495
Wood skis made in Europe
IJSS, Regular $29-
SAN MARCO Ski Poles
> ice pick
• pistol grip
Regular $14" Sale $11"
ALPINE Ski Poles, „ tMSale $4"
Open Wed., Thurs., Fri. Until 9 p.m.
BH 92 King St. S., Waterloo HHH«i 742-5885 CHARGFA
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comment
Ice cream
andempty stomachs
I know that by writing this editorial lam opening myself to a lot of
criticism. I know thatby doing it I am being partially hypocritical and
thatI may create a lot of hard feeling, but bearing that in mindI feel that
it is a necessary and important thing to be said.
There are hundreds, no millions of people starving in ourworld. It is
not funny. There are people who would make jest of this tragedy.
There are sick jokes, jokes which poke fun at ethnic and race origins,
jokes that are directed at those_who are not mentally or physically
whole, but possibly the sickest is the Biafran joke. We can't conquer
mental or physical illness yet. We hope that the mentality which
produces ethnic jokes is dying, but we can do something about
starvation and hunger.
There is nothing inthe least funny about a starvingchild, no humour
in the distended belly and the hollow look in the eyes that the spectre
of hunger breeds. It is only the most vile baseless person who could
laugh at sunken rib cages and slow death.
We know that youcan't, I can't, no one can save each person who is
hungry; that it is impossible to package your left-over peas and
remnants of pork chops and mail them to India or Africa. It is beyond
our means to donate enough money to alleviate this
can try, in small ways to help, but it will go on, it will not stop.
Obviously we are lost. Slaughter by lack of food is almost beyond
control. Our leaders in Rome, there to try and postpone what could
become a holocaust, have lost themselves in an entangled web of
politics and finances, losing sight of the goal. . .feeding the hungry. It
is always this way: we need oil, you need food . . .scratch our back
we'll scratch yours~and then there is an impasse. No one scratches the
back of the dead, the dying and the soon to be dying. All these are
remote distant pictures. Pictures of walking death and that is not as
important as supplying the gas burning monsters of North America, or
holding your position in international politics.
I do not wish to suggest that each of us should stop driving, or not
heat our homes. That would be tantamount to asking for the moon and
I for one would not wish to comply. For all the starvation and depriva-
tion, I cannot honestly say that tomorrow I would lay down my car
keys. But I can find disgust for both myself and those who would not
find it wrong to gorge themselves on rich foods in a stupid and
pointless attempt to "break a world's record."
I participated in the Banana Split Eating contest, a low and un-
worthy publicity stunt perpetrated by this school and the University of
Waterloo, in conjunction with Baskin-Robbins 31 Ice Cream stores.
The attempt to justify what is merely an advertising gimmick by
saying the overconsumption-exhibited by persons like myself and the
other members of the team exemplified and pointed out the needs of
the hungry is a sham and a lie.v If there were mass shootings and
executions taking place in a country would the same one hundred
gathertogether and shoot themselves in the leg or. the arm to point out
the horror or the waste of human life so sacreligiously discarded? It
seems to me that they would think more than a few times about it.
We did not show any compassion or empathy for the hungry. We
exhibited no reason for our actions otherthan to stuffour faces to gain
notoriety; to have a good time.There was only one point proven. In a
world of need, North Americans can still disregard it in the quest of
fame and pleasure. No reason can be given for our actions.1 It was
merely a shameless publicity stunt. Tell the hungry that we tried to
expose their pi ight by eating. Wi 11they say that's nice, way to go?Does
a dying man need to know that one hundred people protested his
death by creating an event so remotely connected to it?
Baskin Robbins donated two hundred dollars to the World Famine
Relief Fund and the schools put in another one hundred each. That is
four hundred dollars for relief. It cost Baskin Robbins six hundred
dollars for the icecream. How much publicity did Baskin Robbins get?
Free radio for at least a week, netvspaper space in this and other
journals, word of mouth and the spectators at the event themselves. It
is not money value that one discusses here, because it is not likely that
a reasonable amount of money could have provided this much satura-
tion. The fact is that it was not a "normal" advertisement, yet spread
the name of Baskin Robbins further than any ad could by having such
an event.
It disgusts me that I would be in such an event, under any pretence
or condition. If there were no hunger in the world it would still not be
right. I know I am hypocritical to write this, and can only justify it by
saying that I donated double the cost of the food I ate to the World
Relief Famine Fund. I can only urge the other.students who partook of
this event to do the same.
_
Fred Youngs^
The following persons were part of the cooperative effort
that produced this weeks Cord.
Susan Muihall Jim Haslip
Helen Pnharich Phil Rogers
Matt Wells and Gahe Dumont
letters
Accolade
Let the honour of success once
more be bestowed upon our re-
knowned football coach, Tuffy,
you've done it again!
What the ciSowd felt when that
final award was thrust into the
sweaty hands of. a well deserving
team-mate at the Ist annual bas-
ketball tournament, was afeeling of
awe. Just to think, WLU, along
with the aid of an impressive
physed. complex pulled off an
event to be compared with the
Naismith Tournament, held annu-
ally up the road on Tuffy.,
Basketball, along with other up
and coming athletic endeavours
here at WLU is not built by football
(whoops, slip of the. pen), athletic
directors alone .Think about that
the next time an ego boosting con-
traption such as a microphone is
placed in your excited little hands.
Directly behind that mike (don't
look now, it's a little late for
thanks) were a myriad of people
who volunteered their services in
an attempt to satisfy one of the
goals of basketball activities: to en-
tertain the fans of WLU's basket-
ball team and most of all to estab-
lish an environment of varied com-
petition so that the individual
players involved are able to display
their stamina, team effort and bas-
ketball expertise.
Congratulations, then, may not
come in the form of personal hon-
our, but congratulations must be
forwarded to those masked indi-
viduals responsible for WLU,
hopefully charging us witha second
annual basketball tournament.
And even possibly next -year,
those cheeringfans will see the man
behind all the currentsuccess .. .be
looking for you at the mike, Coach
Smith!
K.K.
Discrimination
I am writing this letter, not about
how it feels to be a student at WLU
(although that's a story in itself),
but about how it feels to be a stu-
dent in Kitchener-Waterloo.
I had been working for a number
of years before I came here and
knew the hassles involved in that
when you are young and all the
people you are working with are
older and look askance at your
hairstyle or your clothing. I was
also familiar with the problems in-
volved in getting apartments in any
sort of decent building.
None ofthis had prepared me for
the reception which I was'accorded
on arriving here. Although I was
not aware of it at the time, being a
student inK-W is obviouslyclosely
akin to being a leper in Israel. In a
university town such as this is, I
would have thought that people
would have gotten used to the idea
that students are also human and,
as you pointed out in a recent
editorial, they do contribute sig-
nifigantly to the economy of the
area. Their money is legal tender,
and although "poor student" is a
widely used and not inaccurate de-
scription, they must spend some of
it to survive.
Why then, when I went looking
for an apartment (well dressed,
clean shaven and on my best be-
haviour I might add), was the first
question inevitably "Are you a
student'?", and upon receiving an
affirmative answer that was the end
of the interview? In one case the
super neglected to ask this
million-dollar question and had al-
most allowed me to sign the rental
agreement when he recalled his
omission, asked the question and
changed his mind.
In many cases this problem is
blamed on the fact that students go
apartment shopping in their grub-
bies and five days growth. This
may be true in some cases, but it
was not in mine or in those of sev-
eral others I know. I didn't look or
act any differently than 1 had when
looking for an apartment as a
workie, and in those days, once I
had convinced the super that I was
not going to firebomb the place or
rape his dog, I was home free.
In many cases it is not the fault of
the superintendent (or so they
would have you believe) as they
will tell you that they are forbidden
to rent to students by the landlord
(conveniently absent in the person
of a holding company in Toronto).
Regardless, I feel that this is dis-
crimination and as such illegal and
should be contested in the courts.
Unfortunately I do not have the
time or money to do it on my own,
but if students got together and
formed a housing council or acted
through their student councils they
should be able to accomplish some-
thing. Whatever. -
At any rate, there is an opportun-
ity right now for students to make
their voices heard locally. There is
an election coming up and we can
and should vote for those whorep-
resent our concerns. I know that
there are some studentsrunning for
alderman, I would like to see some
of them elected. Maybe then
some oftheproblems and injustices
we face will finally be recognized
and confronted.
Walter Kusmin
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Through the smoke
The non-budget
by Steve Armstrong
It seems an obligation, if not a
moral obligation, to write some-
thing about the new budget. (It, of
course, is not a new budget, just
last May's re-warmed.) In any
case, since it i_a moral obligation,
and since everyone does it, the
budget will be written about.
The first thing, if not the only
thing, that strikes me about this
budget is how grossly unfair it is.
For example, the government has
once again decided to raise the tax
on, and consequently the price of
such abominable vices as tobacco
and alcohol. Admittedly, those1of
us who engage in such evil sins de-
serve to pay for it, and none would
deny the moral rights of govern-
ment to punish all the sinners in the
land. This is not what one finds un-
fair. The unfairness enters when
one realizes that the producers of
these routes to sin, ie. MacDonalds
and Imperial Tobacco, Seagrams
and Molsons, all get offcompletely
free. Anyone with a sense
ofjustice, no matter how perverted
by democracy,mustcry out at such
a moral scandal. Ifwe, the sinners,
must pay, why do the producers of
our instruments of sinnotpay also?
Admittedly,, the producers are
large corporations, but inthis case,
we should feel morally obliged to
make an exception and attempt to
tax them.
Mr. Turner has also been ex-
tremely unfair to the oil industry.
Petroleum profits will be taxed at
30% for this year only, (instead of
from now till the depression) with
taxation declining at 28% in 1975
and 25% in 1976. The oil companies
will also be allowed a 100% write-
off for exploration activities, in-
stead ofthe 30%write-offoffered in
the last budget. How any govern-
ment could be so cruel is beyond
me. All those American execu-
tives, technology experts, drilling
rig managers, and assorted extor-
tionists who were hoping to get
home for Christmas as their emp-
loyer oil companies left for home,
due to unfair taxation, will now
have to stay. Let's face it, eh, it
would be downright impolite to
leave the country after getting such
a nice pre-Christmas present from
Mr. Turner. The psychological im-
plications for these poor dislocated
visitors ensure that the budget will
be roundly condemned by the
Humane Society and various other
right-wing groups dedicated to
fairness throughout society.
The Federal government is also
pulling another nasty by increasing
the equalization payments to
Quebec, Manitoba, and the Atlan-
tic provinces. What could be more
unfair than increasing equalization
payments to provinces who've
traditionally done little more than
complain about their lacking in
them? The provincial premiers will
have apoplexy. What will they use
for campaign slogans? But, then
again, it could have been worse.
Mr. Turner could have sent the
new equalization funds stolen from
Saskatchewan, to Dave Barrett, in
little brown envelopes, $100million
at a time, with a little thank-you
note signed by Rene Levesque.
Mr. Stanfield and others have
put a lot ofheat on the government
for not implementing the obvious
anti-inflation measures, like price
and wage controls and a jump in
unemployment. Mr. Turner, on the
other hand, says that these kind of
measures are not what Canada
needs. How unfair!! IfMr. Turner
would admit that higher unemp-
loyment might be necessary to stop
inflation, then a lot of people could
quit their jobs, take unemploy-
ment, and claim that they're being
patriotic. For example, "I quit my
job to stop inflation." (Think what
a marvelous advertising campaign
could be built around that line.) To
discourage unemployment is al-
ready unpatriotic and unfair.
And now, having looked at some
of the major points of unfairness,
attention turns to the most unfairof
all. Obviously Mr. Turner and all
have absolutely no sense of the
dramatic. If they did, they would
have introduced the budget not as
"the budget", but rather, as a mo-
tion for supply. At least then, it
would have meant something, and,
let's face it, there's nothing more
unfair than a meaningless budget.
Back again, Stump
Wow! Are some ofyou ever tak-
ing thiscourse to heart!Last week I
noticed several students elbowing
each other in an effort to get to the
front of the classroom to talk to
their profs. Usually they didn't get
to him: during the struggle, the prof
left.
I've spotted another student so
intent upon impressing the mem-
bers of the department ofhis major
thathe has ceased to condescend to
speak at all with his fellow stu-
dents. That's the way!
The course is far from over,
however. With that in mind, let us
continue with lesson seven.
Lesson Seven
Don't read the Cord in class.
There's a good chance that it may
be the mostrelevant piece oflitera-
ture in the Teaching Building.
However, that does not excuse
you.
Sharp students may notice that a
double standard exists here. If you
observe closely, you may notice
that your prof himself is sneaking
peeks at his own copy, which he
has conveniently hidden behind the
lecturn ofhis handy pop-top desk.
No matter—a tenured prof has
reached the point at which he may
read what he likes: you will still
have to wade through the flood of
garbage he assigns you.
In spite of the fact that it is bad
practice to actually read this paper
inclass, it is good practice to have a
copy with you.
Why? The faculty and administ-
ration also read the Cord (perhaps
even more thoroughly than you
do—they find all the pizza
coupons), and a copy of the Cord
under your arm is an importantand
respect-generating mark of taste
and distinction. It is, in fact, every
bit as impressive as the business
student's Tamiae appointment
calendar, super decoder ring and
black umbrella.
More trivia next week. N-083,
N-KB3. (look out Bobby Fischer!).
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The Candidates; the platforms;
Fred Youngs
In each election, there seems to
be one standard which can apply to
the candidates. In each election
there seems to be one trend that the
people feel, that affects them more
than any other. In the present cam-
paign going on in the city of Water-
loo the trend which has most af-
fected the student at WLU is the
disregard by both the city and the
candidates.
Enumeration was a shambles,
the city enumerators did not feel it
necessary to count the students as
the legitimate voters that they are.
To add insult to injury, it seems
that the people nominated for this
position have not gotten around to
campaigning here.
In the interest of informing the
students who' enumerated them-
selves, and are planning to vote in a
logical, intelligent manner, the
Cord is publishing most of the can-
didates' platforms in a summary
written by the candidates. No
editorial discretion was used on
any part for the articles, they are
printed as submitted.
It becomes apparent that many
candidates do not consider us via-
ble voters. This was never so ap-
parent as when the Cord staffer
who took the requests for submis-
sions around was toldby the wifeof
one candidate "Well, I don'tknow,
he's very busy and may not have
time to get it in." Students are busy
at the time of the year the election
falls, it took us a lot of time to or-
ganize this but obviously this man
sees no reason to reach out and in-
form the voters here, for free. It
does not speak well for hisconcern.
If you had a problem and went to
him, he'dprobably be too busy. By
the way, he didn't hand anything
in.
Students are in need of many
things, they need a voice. To quote
from an editorial written in" the
Cord on the elections, "Student as
citizen-," the writer, Fred Youngs,
said: "We are obviously important
people in this community. We may
not make decisions, but it behooves
the governing councils to listen to us
when they make their decisions.", There are several students from
the University of Waterloo run-
ning, one from Conestoga. There
are young, aware people, and those
who are older but have an empathy
for the problems of students. It is
incumbent upon the students who
are eligible that they make their
votes count. Please do not throw
this opportunity away.
Mayor candidates
Don Meston, Estate planner
Seven years of impartial leader-
ship
Representation for all the people
Over 300 meetings attended per
year
. Planning for now and the future
Co-operation at all levels for the
good ofWaterloo and region.
I believe ...
It's not good enough to want the
job, you must want to do the job.
In these days of questioning and
public participation the electorate,
the elected and the appointed ad-
ministrators, each must have pati-
ence with the other, recognizing
quality and capability where it ex-
ists and giving an opportunity for
each participant to indicate' their
competence and worth.
The present mayor and council
and their predecessors during the
past seven years have in most in-
stances worked together to serve
the citizens they represent for the
good of Waterloo and the region.
They have also received the
co-operation and support ofa dedi-
cated staff.
This is essential if worthwhile
projects are to continue to be in-
itiated and administered success-
fully.
Your elected representative
gives you not only his industry but
his judgment; and he betrays in-
stead ofserving you if he sacrifices
it to your opinion.
Don Meston
Herb Epp, High School Teacher
After seven years as an alderman
in the CityofWaterloo I decided to
be a candidate for mayor. My feel-
ing is that not enough thought and
direction is being given to down-
town redevelopment, removal of
the C.N.R. tracks from the central
core, completion of secondary
plans for all areas of the city and
additional living units for our senior
citizens, to mention only a few
items.
Waterloo Council, and esp£r
cially the mayor and the two other
representatives on Regional Coun-.
cil must always be alert to the at-
tempt by the Region to assume
powers and responsibilities which
can best be performed by the local
municipalities.
A problem has developed and is
becoming more acute with respect
to providing adequate housing of
students in theKitchener-Waterloo
area. As mayor, I would work to-
ward the allieviation of this prob-
lem.
I believe that my education and
experience willprovide me withthe
necessary preparation to be an ef-
fective mayor for our city. After
obtaining my elementary and sec-
ondary education in Nia-
gara-on-the-Lake, I took my
graduate and post-graduate studies
at Wilfrid Laurier University, Uni-
versity of Waterloo, and Univer-
sity of Toronto. As alderman, I
have been chairman ofthe Finance,
City Development and Traffic and
Transportation Committees on
Council. I have also represent-
ed Waterloo on the Water-
loo-Wellington Airport Com-
mission, Children's Aid Soci-
ety of Waterloo County, W.L.U.
Board of Governors, and the K-W
Catholic Social Services.
I want to thank the persons as-
sociated with the Cord Weekly for
providing this opportunity for can-
didates to express their concerns
and state their qualifications to the
many students at Wilfrid Laurier
University who are eligible to vote.
I hope everyone qualified will take
advantage of this right and respon-.
sibility, and vote for the candidates
of their choice on December 2,
1974.
Herb Epp
Aldermanic
candidates
C. Paul Gellatly, Production
Scheduling
Paul Gellatly resides with his
parents at 266 Hemlock Street in
Waterloo. He is twenty-one, single
and aggressive. He believes in
citizen's rights and is concerned
enough to do something about it.
For more thanayear now, Paul has
been attending Waterloo Council
meetings as a spectator and while
there he saw enough to convince
him that some new blood on coun-
cil is needed. Paul is a graduate of
Waterloo Collegiate and currently
is employed by B.F. Goodrich of
Canada Limited as a production
scheduler in the automotive sup-
plies division. In recent years, he
has been active in provincial and
federal election campaigns locally
and also helped organize a provin-
cial'conference on energy held last
year at Breslau.
Here is what Paul Gellatlyhas to
say about local government:
"I have many ideas which I
would like to bring to council with
me. These include more and better
housing near transportation routes
for our senior citizens and control-
led growth in the city ofWaterloo.
With Kitchener next door we can
afford to keep our city to a limited
size withourmissing a ready job
market or other conveniences of a
large scale city. Judging regional
policies on theirown merit, the reg-
ion can't be totally wrongor totally
right. If the region is going to give
us proportionately better services
for our money, I am all in favour.
Push button lights to replace future
proposed crosswalks. Every driver
stops for ared light, as does every
pedestrian. Preservation of old
buildings where possible. Waterloo
has a wonderful heritage and I feel
that these buildings including older
sections of Albert Street should be
maintained wherever possible.
I'm in favour ofthe ward system
only if each ward has representa-
tion on the regional level. This
would probably mean four seats on
the region. Since I've started this
campaign, I've realized that it can,
ifyou let it, get verycostly and the
people with more money at their
disposal really have a much better
chance of getting elected on this
municipal level. It becomes a com-
petition of getting or having your
name known rather than what you
have to say. With the ward system,
a candidate would probably be de-
aling with fewer people and thus be
able to get around and talk about
issues.
I cannot promise anything to the
people ofWaterloo except that I'll
be active, not apathetic. I'll attend
meetings and listen to problems
and take them to council all term
and not just at election time.
I'd like to leave two thoughts
with you. The first being that you
must be watchful of a candidate
that makes promises because he or
she has only one out of eight votes
on council. The second piece of
advice I'dlike to give is don'tcheck
off eight names on the ballot just
because you have eight votes. If
you vote for 2 or 3 people that you
really want in and then add five or
six votes for people you don't
know, you're defeating your pur:
pose. The extra votes you make
could put the person you didn't
know into council with that one
extra vote.
C.P. Gellatly
Roy Bauman, Retired
Itis indeed gratifyingto note that
there is considerable interest
among your students regarding the
up-coming elections.
As a citizen ofWaterloo for fifty
years, I recall that in 1929 because
ofrising enrolment and rising costs,
Waterloo College had come to a
crisis. A committee was formed to
meet the problems. The General
Chairman (W.G. Weichal) said at
that time $150,000.00 must be
raised or Waterloo College will
cease to exist. I am happy that as a
citizen ofWaterloo, I hada part in it
and the College Cord of Thursday,
May 23rd, 1929carried the headline
"Waterloo College is Here to
Stay".
Since that time many hurdles had
to be met and in 1960, Waterloo
College became Waterloo Luthe-
ran University, but recently
another financial crisis developed
because of growth and rising costs
and lack ofrevenue. This necessi-
tated a further change which re-
sulted in the new name of Wilfrid
Laurier University.
As indicated above, you will see
that my roots have been estab-
lished in Waterloo and that my in-
terests have gradually developed in
all the aspects of growth. With this
background and my record on the
Council during the last decade and
the fact that I have the time to
serve, puts me in aposition to serve
you, the citizens of Waterloo, in a
justifiable manner.
'My platform is ECONOMY and
the points listed below are my aims
to serve you well.
Experience an Asset for Water-
loo (17 years)
Concern of the Taxpayer
Open ear for All Citizens
Necessities for All Citizens
Obligation to Serve Well
Mindful of Present Day Costs
Your Community Needs Effi-
cient Administration
It is imperative that communica-
tion be maintained between citi-
zens and councils (both local and
regional). I have conscientiously
worked for you to this end and
again ask for your continued sup-
port.
It will be truly appreciated.
Roy Bauman
Eileen Zarnke, Student
My approach to city government
is people oriented. I feel that every
citizen has a right to know what
changes are beingplanned and how
they will affect his life, especially
since he is going to have to pay for
it, either through direct taxation or
increased rents. Communication
between council and citizens has
not been effective and if we have
apathetic citizens it is probably the
result of an apathetic' administra-
tion. Neighbourhood groups and
citizen groups have become ac-
tively involved in issues that con-
cern their neighbourhood and such
groups should be encouraged to
voice their opinions and discuss
their problems and ideas for a bet-
tercommunity. Participation is the
only way that apathy can be over-
come.
Concern for the environment
should be a top priority for every
citizen. The removal of trees and
destruction of woodlots should be
controlledby by-law. Groups such
as the Conscience group should be
encouraged to renew their efforts
by assisting them financially and
with manpower. The constructive
efforts ofyouth should berewarded
with more than words.
Regional government should not
be allowed to strip the
municipalities of their autonomy.
What we don't need is more
bureaucracy and red tape to get
through in order to be heard.
The examples of other cities
should be a guide in our decision to
improve the business area of our
core. Deterioration is evident in
several areas and preventative
measures should be taken now to
avoid slums and the inevitable re-
sults.
As asmallcity, Waterloo has fea-
tures that big cities lack. If it is al-
lowed to mushroom its problems
will also mushroom. Controlled
growth is possible. We cannot con-
trol the- birth rate from City Hall,
but we can control the flow of in-
dustry into the area. New industry
means new jobs,an influx ofpeople
to fill the jobs, more housing for the
new people, on prime farm land
that will be lost forever under con-
crete and asphalt in a world that is
dying of starvation. All this while
small towns in depressed areas are
seeking anew industry to revitalize
their economy.
City council should be represen-
tative ofthe differentpeople it gov-
erns, and I don'tbelieve that this is
true ofWaterloo city council. Too
often the "little man" and his prob-
lems have been ignored and he has
been "turned off' by the red tape
and the buck passing. As one of the
little people I would like to do
something to change the situation.
I do not have an impressive array
of accomplishments in the area of
civic and community service, but
my personal involvement with "lit-
tle people" has given me an under-
standing of how they feel. The
taxpayer's concern with the cost of
the administration should prompt a
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the reasons....your choice
careful evaluation by City Council
of priorities. If government (at all
levels) does nothing to control its
spending it cannot expect the "lit-
tle man" to do so.
I am a lifelong resident of Water-
loo and Kitchener, unmarriedand a
home owner and taxpayer struggl-
ing to get along on a very limited
income. My parents live with me.
My concern for people prompted
me to return to school and I am at
present a second year Social Work
student at Conestoga College. If
elected I would drop some of my
subjects if necessary to give the
kind of service I feel the citizens of
Waterloo deserve.
Eileen Zarnke
Bruce David Woodrow, Student
Do you live here or are you just a
transient passing through? If
you're a student, you help spend
thirty million dollars a yearand you
get hassled over housing. By and
large, you are ignored by City Hall.
Do you care about municipal
politics? You should. You live here
at least 8 months of the year; some
of you work here in the summer as. welland many of you will find emp-
loyment in this area after you
graduate. This is your home.
I am running for alderman be-
cause I feel there are many whose
interests I share that do not have an
adequate voice on Council. These
include students and most people
who rent their accomodation. I do
not own acar and understand very
well the problems with our transit
system. The current council seek
re-election with their personalities.
They avoid discussing the issues. I
do not. Here are the issues and
where I stand:
• Ward system—Waterloo is acity with small town politics. We
need wards to guarantee represen-
tation for the various areas of the
city. One area is that around the
two universities where so many
students live. Wards will force-
candidates to state their position on
the issues affecting the ward area.
■• North endplaza —This project ispremature since the downtown
area needs revitalizing. It will
overburden both sewage and road
systems.
• Keeping in touch—The currentcouncil can be criticized for its
aloofness. There is little effort to
get back to thepeople asnew issues
develop. I am committed to spend
whatever time is required to keep
neighbourhood associations and
other Citizen groups informed, and
to take their concerns back to
Council.
There are other issues that I
can't deal with in this amount of
space, but I invite you to contact
me regarding housing, transit, city
control of Seagrams Stadium and
the discrimination students experi-
ence from the Liquor Board.
I can represent you on Council.
My experience ranges from Math
Society undergraduate council to
the federal government—l cur-
rently sit on the Social Housing
Managers committee of CMHC. 1
am serving my second year as a
Board Member of Waterloo Co-op
Residence. As treasurer I have
learned to make decisions within
financial constraints that still re-
flect the wishes of the residents
who elected me. I will do the same
for you if elected as Alderman.
Bruce David Woodrow
Bob Henry, Teacher
In my opinion there are three im-
portant issues with which the 1975
Waterloo Council will have to
come to grips:
1. Downtown renewal—there is
more to improving the quality of
life ina downtowncore thenhaving
a large full-line department store.
With its increased drawing power,
you have to look at its effect on
traffic patterns and what this will
do to the bordering residential
areas. The downtown stores are
now owner-operated which in my
opinion is something we don't want
to lose by having large chain opera-
tions take over. Let's develop
downtown Waterloo for people.
2. Communication—with the ad-
vent of Neighbourhood and Rate
Payers Associations and their con-
tinued interests in what council is
doing, it becomes incumbent on
council to see that these organiza-
tions and their members are kept
•informed. Council has an obliga-
tion to the student bodies of both
universities and should initiate
lines ofcommunications which will
ensure them that they are an in-
tegral part ofthe community. Let's
make council a place for decision
not suspicion.
3. Growth—the future community
growth ofWaterloo is inour hands.
Up until nowwe have been growing
at an unprecedented rate but it has
been controlled growth and the
quality of each development has
been more important than its size.
We should not be promoting
growth of external means such as
Go Trains or advertising for indus-
try.Let's aim fora sensible healthy
growth pattern which will benefit
the present and future citizens of
Waterloo.
Bob Henry
Harold W. Wagner, Retired
As one born in the Town of
Waterloo, I decided to serve my
term and when my son started
school in 1935 I was elected a
school trustee. This position I held,
without pay, for 26 years and dur-
ing that time I was honoured as
chairman of the board, President of
the Urban and Rural School Trus-
tees of Ontario, Vice-President of
the Canadian School Trustees As-
sociation and the 3rd Chairman of
the Ontario School Trustees'
Council.
In recognition ofthis long service
to education, the local board in
1957 named the Harold W.
Wagner, Public School on
Bridgeport Road. This is the
greatest of all honours. In 1961 I
retired as a school trustee and was
then elected to City Council and to
date have served on all council
committees and on many occasions
have been Acting Mayor.
In 1973 I was selected to repres-
ent the City on the Regional Coun-
cil and am presently on 8 commit-
tees: Health, Social Services (Wel-
fare); Sunnyside Home; The
Children's Aid Society; The Vic-
torian Order of Nurses; Waterloo
County District Health Council;
Waterloo Region Task Force on
Health; Licensing Committee
(Taxis and trucks).Also I serve as a
director of theK-W Federated Ap-
peal. In 1914, I joined the staff of
the MutualLife andretired after 48
years of service in an administra-
tive position".
The federal government ap-
pointed me to the position of Offi-
cial Receiver in Bankruptcy for the
counties of Waterloo-Wellington,
and during the 28 years in office I
presided on over 2,000 cases.
In sports, I played tennis and was
on the local team of'the Western
Ontario Tennis League. I am still
an active lawn bowler and am a
Past President of the Provincial
Lawn Bowling Association.
Having gained valuable know-
ledge of local and regional govern-
ments, I solicit the voters for a
further term as Alderman of the
City of Waterloo.
Harold W. Wagner
Terence V. Harding, student
The decisions of city council di-
rectly affect the lives of students
living in Waterloo. For the first
time in the history of the city we
have a chance to take part in that
decision making process. We must
not let the chance go by!
The availability of public trans-
portatiop directly concerns the
student population. We have spe-
cial needs and we need a represen-
tative ifwe are to make these needs
known. The same is true in many
other areas such as the availability
of housing and the use of public
recreational facilities such as Seag-
rams Stadium.
A student voice on council will
also benefit the city as well.We can
bring- to it the combined resources
of several thousand residents of
this city. Some of the areas in
which student input would be in-
valuable would be; business man-
agement, recreation, engineering,
social work, planning and resource
management.
If the student of this city takes
the time to vote we can make cer-
tain that we will have an effective
voice on council. To that end I am
asking for your support on De-
cember 2. I would also like to re-
mind students that even if they
have not been enumerated theycan
still vote by going to their polling
station and signing an affadavit to
the effect that they are eligible to
vote in the election.
We can elect a student to city
council and with your support we
will elect a student to council
Terence V. Harding
Brian Turnbull, Consultant
It is a truism that the two univer-
sities in Waterloo are an important
part of the community. They add
an additional dimension to the al-
ready pleasant environment in the
City. The professors and university
staff contribute greatly to the con-
duct of local affairs. There are
some students who make an active
contribution, but historically, the
low percentage of university stu-
dents that vote in municipal elec-
tions is evidence that thebulk ofthe
studentbody does not "tune in" to
local affairs. Hopefully with four
students as candidates for-Water-
loo City Council the interest on
campus will increase and the on
campus voter turn out will be
higher than it has been in the past.
As importantas it is to vote, I feel
strongly that students have even
more to offer. Many students are in
courses of study which could be
related to local issues. Civil en-
gineering, political science, social
work, recreation, planning, biol-
ogy, sociology, and geography are
some of the courses which come
immediately to mind which could
make a positive contribution to de-
cision making in the City of Water-
loo. Students working with their
professors have the manpower to
undertake surveys and the know-
ledge to interpret these surveys in
the light ofcurrent thinking and re-
search in each particular field. Ob-
viously this type of contribution
could be very valuable to the City.
The studentson theother hand gain
practical experience undertaking
the surveys, analysing them and
presenting the findings to political
decision makers.
For five years I was a part-time
lecturer in the Geography Depart-
ment at WLU. One year our plan-
ning class in conjunction with a
class in urban geography prepared
several alternative regional plans
and presented these to the Water-
loo County Area Planning Board.
Another year our class prepared an
Official Plan for,the Village of Wel-
lesley and presented it to the Wel-
lesley Village Council. Also, during
the time I worked with aUniversity
of Waterloo civil engineering class
in undertaking a traffic and parking
analysis of Downtown Waterloo
and the students presented these
results to the City.
If I am elected to Waterloo City
Council I would continue to en-
courage and initiate joint projects
between the City and the univer-
sities.
Brian Turnbull
William Scott Uffelman, Sales
Representative
Probably the question that I have
been asked the most in the last two
or three weeks is "Why are you
running for alderman in Water-
loo?" The answer to this is that I
am twenty-four years old and can
either sit back for the next twenty
or thirty years and do nothing but
criticize and thenrun for municipal
office or else try and do something
about it now!
Except for a few periods I have
spent travelling, I have always
lived in Waterloo. I attended uni-
versity here, graduating with a dc-
gree in Economics and Business
Administration from WLU, so I am
well acquainted with the problems
that exist between the universities,
its students and faculty and the
city. Now I am employed in a small
local business and am becoming
more aware of the problems that
exist between business, its emp-
loyees and customers and thecity.
With regional government be-
cominga more dominantbodyall of
the people ofWaterloo must be ac-
curately represented, both at the
municipal and regional levels of
government. At present, Waterloo,
with a population of forty-five
thousand residents plus sixteen
thousand university students has
only three representatives on the
regional council. Kitchener, on the
other hand, with a population of
one hundred and thirty thousand
has nine members on the regional
council. Hardly representation by
population!
The desire amongthe students to
become involved with theactivities
ofuse to the community should be
tapped. Helping to meet the need of
the senior citizens, the charitable
organizations such as the Big
Brother Association and the
Children's Aid Society, as well as
area residents problems in budget-
ing and education would be terrific
for students interested in greater
community involvement. Better
liason is needed between the uni-
versities and the city to help these
two bodies to work together.
I realize that I may lack the ex-
perience and some of the accomp-
lishments ofsome ofthe other can-
didates but I am positive that my
interest and enthusiasm in Water-
loo will be valuable assets over the
next two years.
W.S. Uffelman
Kathy Reynolds, Student
Due to circumstances post of
the official withdrawal date, I
hereby announce my withdrawal
froTn the campaign for alderperson
in the City of Waterloo.
Kathy Reynolds
The following candidates did not
submit anything. They are:
CarlH. Sulliman, Life Underwriter
Mary Jane Mewhinney, Nurse
Marjorie Carroll, Housewife
Rudolph Komnek, Lawyer
Charles E. Voeiker, Architectural
Designer
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WANTS TO WORK FOR YOU
AS AN ALDERMAN IN
WATERLOO
7 ' ."I ASK YOUR SUPPORT SO I MAY SERVE
YOU AND THE CITY OF WATERLOO"
S Birthright offers an alternative to abortion for women witha problem—pregnancy—by offering free pregnancy test,housing, legal aid, medical aid, maternity and baby clothing.Completely confidentialBIRTHRIGHT 50 Church St. Kit. 579-3990
U f AVOID THE RUShl|Don't be a last minute shopper. Make
i| your Christmas selections now
from our well stocked shelves
of beautiful and unusual ___!__._!^^
J gifts from around the '
world. aW j
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1 1 Westmount Place Shopping Centre ||
F - Westmount Rd. and Erb, Waterloo APhone 576-0730
f• 1 Daily 9:30 to 6:00 #- US Thursday and Friday to 9:30
'^". ■ i ,i _> liiipi i...j v, spfc^jjpr
Tamiaes Bacchanalia Semi-Formal
Featuring Sacrifice
Nov. 30 8 p.m. - 1 a.m. S.U.B.
$4.00 members $5.00 others
Available in 5-203Aand the SAC office
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DELUXE AM RADIO STEREO HEADPHONES
$14.95 Value, Our Price $9.95 $12.95 Value, Our Price $6.95
AM-FM RADIO, AC-DC AM-FM CLOCK RADIO
$49.95 Value, Our Price $37.95 $59.95 Value, Our Price $44.95
CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER, AC-DC AM-FM RADJO WITH
*_nr.r x, I « « • _»*_____." CASSETTE, AC-DC$69.95 Value, Our Pr.ce $49.95 $QO 95 Va|ue QJr Pr|ce $79>CJ5
PORTABLE AUTOMATIC 15 WATT STEREO FM-AM
STEREO RECORD PLAYER RECEIVER WITH SPEAKERS
$69.95 Value, Our Price $49.95 $129.95 Value, Our Prke $99.95
I AUSTIN ELECTRONICS
■ 22 King St. South Waterloo Phone 743-4562
H Store Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m. - 9 p.m. Sat. 10 a.m. 6 p.m.
■ /this coupon good forV i
t LARGE ]■PIZZA |for the price ofa medium pizza |expires Dec. 31/74103 King St. North |_
578-7410 ■
LLfiQc CaesarRzmlieat |■■■1 ONE COUPON PER PIZZA ■■■
Reviews and Overview
Beaver Boogie
From the Fire: Stampeders
by Mark Everard
The Stampeders are a group with
ambition, class and, above all,
guts. Success in Canada, in the
form of a string of best-selling al-
bums and ten Canadian hit singles,
did not quench their desire to head-
line internationally. And while con-
tinuing their assault on the North
American music scene, they have
had the almost unique courage to
change their style.
Their story is theall-too-familiar
one of struggle and hard times.
They grew outofthe "Rebounds",
a band formed in 1963 by drummer
Kirn Berly. Joining him were
guitarist Rich Dodson, Brendan
Lyttle and Kirn's brother Race,,all
from Calgary. Therr first appear-
ance, a show in a church basement,-
netted the band $25. In late 1964,
they had the fortune to get Mcl
Shaw, the biggest promoter in Cal-
gary, as their manager. Mcl re-
named the group after the famous
Calgary Stampede, and added bas-
sist Ronnie King and his brother
Van.
By no means content with play-
ing dates at the likes of the Calgary
V.M.C.A., the Stampeders headed
for Toronto in June of 1968.
Well, Tin on my way to the city life
To a pretty face that shines her
light in the city night.
Toronto, however, was a big dis-
appointment to the group. In two
years there, they managed only a
pair of minor Canadian hits. They
found themselves still playing at
sleazy bars and clubs, and living,
two to a room, in $16 a weekboard-
ing houses. By the end of 1968,
Brendan, Van and Race had had
enough struggling and decided to
quit the group.
This left a dedicated nucleus of
Kirn on drums. Rich on guitars and
Ronnie on bass, who finally got
their break when "Wild Eyes" be-
came a big Canadian hit in early
1972. The follow-up, "Sweet City
Woman", put them on the rock n'
roll map.
The Stampeders have gone on to
headline in places like London,
Paris, Amsterdam and Rio, and last
year undertook the biggest-
grossing Canadian rock tour ever.
They continue to be one ofa select
group ofCanadian bands still tour-
ing and releasing lps in the U.S.
During this time, they have
adopted a harder, more intricate
style which was manifested on their
last two albums, "From the Fire"
and "New Day." If their dedica-
tion remains with them and they
can remain creative in their new
style, the Stampeders will surely
become a top North American act.
NEWS...BURTON CUMMINGS'
long-standing ambition of being in
the movies has finally come true.
He is to star in the upcoming A
Fool, A Fool, I Met a
FOOI...BACHMAN TURNER
OVERDRIVE, continuing their
"no T.V." policy, have turned
down a request to host a fall Mid-
night Special... The EDMONTON
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA has
invited the English group Procul
Hkrem back for a repeat of their
1972collaboration that produced a
hit album and a hit single, "Con-
quistador."
REVIEWS..."New Day", the
STAMPEDERS' latest, manages
only a contrived consistency, and
leaves the group in asort offlux. Its
consistency is created only through
an inability to innovate and the
Stamps find it difficult to create
moods. Thus, contrived and often
silly lyrics abound and the tracks
seem to have been pasted together,
end to end, at times. However,
when the band can shed their ven-
eer, as they do often enough to
make this Ip enjoyable, good stuffis
theresult. "Running Out ofTime",
"Somebody Help Me" and
"Brothers of the Universe", all
slower, more natural pieces, are
well-done. The album on a whole,
then, leaves the Stampeders in a
limbo, but leaves the hope that they
will someday emerge.
Symphony of Psalms coming
by Andrew Wedman
On Friday November 29, the
WLU choir will present what
should be the season's tour dc
force. The choir will sing the Sym-
phony of Psalms written in 1930for
the 50th anniversary of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra. This is
probably the first performance of
this work in the K-W area.
Dr. Walter Kemp, the director of
the choir said that he has wanted to
perform this great work for many
years, but has been unable to do so
until now. Part ofthe reason for the
delay in performance until this year
has been the difficulty of finding
instrumental accompaniment, be-
cause of both the unusual scoring
and the extreme difficulty of the
parts.
With thebringing in of the Strat-
ford ensemble to the K-W sym-
phony, this problem has been al-
leviated. The orchestra consists
mostly of wind instruments includ-
ing: 5 flutes, cellos, basses, harp,
kettledrum, and pianos.
Due to the large expense in hiring
the orchestra, the work will be per-
formed only once. It is being spon-
sored by the WLU Cultural Affairs
Committee, the music department,
and the Performers Trust Fund of
theAmerican Federation ofMusic.
The Stravinsky "Symphony of
Psalms" is perhaps the greatest
choral work composed in the twen-
tieth century. It reflects the deep
religious sentiments of the com-
poser and is "composed to the
glory of God and dedicated to the
Boston Symphony Orchestra."
The free concert which com-
mences at 8:00 p.m. will also in-
clude other accapella (unaccom-
panied) choral works.
Saturday night marked the con-
clusion of the "Beggar's Opera" at
the University of Waterloo. The
play was both enjoyable and fun.
Because it was written for an audi-
ence of the early eighteenth cen-
tury, the contemporary audience
failed to grasp many of the jokes in
the'play.
Mita Scott's casting was'excel-
lent. David Antscherl as Peachum,
Paul Stanton as the jailor, and
Robert Oullete as Macheath played
their roles admirably. Cos-
tuming was very effective. Certain
action scenes such as the fight and
the galloping horses were per-
formed with skill.
I felt that at times the lighting
effects did not tend to hold the plot
of the play together. One instance
of this, was when Lucy (Vickie
Dyck) was singing the merits ofgin
x
to Polly (Kristin Trotter).
It soon became apparent that the
casting wasfor acting and not vocal
abilities. This howeverwas not ter-
ribly upsetting as it fits the plot ofa
"play within a play." Kristin Trot-
ter has a lovely enchanting voice,
which, with a bit ofelectronic amp-
lification was effective.
On November 29th and 30th,
Alfred Kurry will direct the U. of
W. Little Symphony Orchestra in
the first performance of his Kyrie
Eleison. This symphony will also
perform the Mozart "Coronation
Mass". The assisting soloists will
be Margaret Elligson soprano,
winner of the 1974 Canadian
Kiwanis Music festival, Patricia
Pascal contralto, Jacob Wilms,
tenor and Kenneth Baker, bass.
The programme starts at 8:00 p.m.;
cost is $.75 for students.
Beggars Opera at U of W
Disc: No style
by John Carpenter
they draw on is quite extensive
The album's first two cuts,
"Silver Dollar Forger" and "Glad
When You're Gone" illustrate the
fine bass work of Peter Agnew and
some excellent lead breaks. Unfor-
tunately the quality falls after this
point with the only ray of light
being a Stones styled number,
"Shanghai'd in Shanghai." IfMick
Jagger had been available to sing
this one it would be the Stones.
There are even a couple of bars in
the guitar break that sound suspici-
ously like "Satisfaction."
The rest of the content is strictly
amateurish, acid-rock stuff which
sounds like Deep Purple with Pink
Floyd sound effects. Most of the
tunes plod along and rely on
Glover's production effects and
heavy metal volume to pass them
off as something special.
The band tries out a lot of styles
here, like, Free-Bad Com-
pany vocals, folky ballads and Pink
Floyd noise. Noneofthem are very
successful because they can not re-
ally get into any sense of direction
oftheir own and this is the problem
behind their failure on this release.
Rampant
Nazareth
A&M Records 5P3641
About three weeks ago thisband
played a concert at WLU and the
reviews were very encouraging. As
a result, my expectations for this
album were high.
The Deep Purple influence is
very obvious as it should be, since
thatband's formerbass player pro-
duces and Jon Lord plays piano on
two cuts. Nazareth originates in
Scotland and once toured with
Rory Gallagher throughout Europe
and North America so the musical
knowledge and experience which
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To Be...
This space is reserved for in-
formation on future events relev-
ant to theWLU campus. Submis-
sions are invited and can be left in
the "To Be" mailbox.in the
Board of Publications office be-
fore 10 am Tuesdays.
THURSDAY NOV. 28
—Psych Colloquium, Dr. F.R.S.
Binding speaks on "Aggression
as a result of the use ofthe hand-
gun", Rm. 309/313, 1:30 pm.
FRIDAY NOV. 29
—"Civil Rights and the Law" in
the lower lounge at Kitchener
Public Library at noon.
—OHA Major Jr. A Hockey,
Kitchener Rangers vs. Sudbury
Wolves, 8:00 pm. Kitchener Au-
ditorium.
—"Waterloo County—A Closer,
Look". Fifth in a weekly series of
six parts. This week, "Canadian
Publishing: A sense ofplace" by
James Lorimer in Room 1E1 at
8:00 pm, admission $2.
MONDAY DEC. 2
—Jazz and Blues Club meets in
the Gallery at Kitchener Public
Library at 8 pm.
TUESDAY DEC. 3
—SAC Film, The Great White
Hope, two showings at 7:30 and
10:00 pm, admission $1.
WEDNESDAY DEC. 4
—Lutheran Student Movement
will have a Eucharist at 10 pm in
the chapel followed by a discus-
sion.
—Boars Head Dinner with
speaker Dave Broadfoot in the I
TA. I
Insight Out
If I predicted that the sun would rise tomorrow, even odds it
wouldn't. Yessirree sports fans, yours truly has packed every tidbit of
sports knowledge he could possibly muster into his pigskin predictions
in the last few weeks.
" I can see just by looking around the school that you are all impre-
ssed with my pinpoint accuracy. I don't like to brag, but I did pick the
Hawks over Western in a high scoring affair. (Western won, low
scoring). Similarly I chose Ottawa over U ofTJn another point piler. (U
of T won, low scoring). Last week I bravely went out on a limb to
predict a College Bowl victory for U ofT overWestern in yet one more
scoring marathon. (Western won, low scoring). Not to be denied, I
risked my successful string on the Grey Cup. Eskimos over Alouettes,
snore, high scoring game, snore. You guessed it. (Alouettes won, low
scoring).
However, despite my obvious lack of sporting knowledge, I feel
compelled topass judgementon GreyCup 74and the CFL in general.
First off, Lark's win made Doug Smith very happy, which was one
good thing about the game. But as emphatically reflected in the
weather conditions the Grey Cup gamewas arather dull affair. Albeit
Empire Stadium would have passed forWaikiki Beach last Sunday, but
still there was really very little action to spark the interest of the
impartial viewer. This was unfortunate, as these two teams in the CFL
were the most consistently exciting all year long.
Generally the attendance in several ball parks this season indicated
that very few people are willing to pay good money to watch a
mid-field battle be decided by a 49 yard field goal, which is what
happened a great deal this term. Nowwhat's past is past but inorder to
rectify this situation in the future I think theCFL should take a long hard
look at rule changes in the off-season.
One of the first changes that should be made should be the desig-
nated import rule. As the rule now stands, teams universally use it to
"hide" a back-up quarterback who invariably is an American. This
season has shown that in more than one camp young (and old)
American quarterbacks have failed to do the job. I think that young
Canadian q.b.'s should be given a better chance to direct offenses in
the league; with proper coaching, be it American or Canadian, they
would be every bit as capable, and probably more determinedto show
well, than their American counterparts.
The import limit is adequate as it now stands, and so are the three
downs, which place greater emphasis on the passing game. However,
the CFL could learn quite a bit from theCanadian college ranks on two
rules. If singles on wide field goals and punts are to be kept, then I feel
any team should have the option of the two point conversion in order
to make the outcome more exciting, *
The most important change I feel should be implemented is block-
ing on punt returns. This phase of the Canadian game has reached the
point of futility as kickers kick higher and downfield tacklers run faster.
There should stillbe five yards given, and definitelyno fair catches, but
blocking would add the dimension to punt returns which has made
them some ofthe most entertaining parts ofCanadian college football.
I know everyone has their own conception of whatrules they would
like to see changed. I've probably overlooked a few popular ones but
these stick out most in my mind.
So, CFL, while the NFL's thriving and the WFL's diving, take a good
look at how to make yourgame more interesting. It will be well worth
your while in gate receipts and fan popularity.
Yup, some basic rule changes will give CFL ball a shot in the arm.
And, to add one more of my venerable predictions, a high-scoring shot
in the arm at that.
Rick Campbell
Canadian
All-Stars
One of the festivities of last
week's College Bowl in Toronto
was the announcement of the
CIAU all-star football team.
Although we would have
liked to have seen more, it was
very pleasing to see that WLU's
Rick- Griffiths was named the
Canadian all-star centre.
However, his selection has
caused a definite commotion in
theK-W area. It seems that now
thatRick has been chosen,'there
is a divorce in the making for
"The Big Three". The two or-
dinary superstars, Doug Smith
and Griff, haveinsisted that the
third member of the group turn
in his tee-shirt. How sad.
Seri6usly, Cord congratula-
tions to Rick for achieving na-
tional recognition for the
school, the team, and most im-
portant, for himself.
SCOREBOARD
Complex Corner
Ski Club
There was an unbelievably fan-
tastic turnoutfor the ski club meet-
ing last Wednesday. One hundred
andfive people showed up to watch
the movies shown by a representa-
tive from Blue Mountain. They
paid a one dollar membership fee
which entitles them to a 110%
equipment discount atRiordan's in
Kitchener and also reduced rates
on theirBlue Mountain excursions.
The driving force behind this
club is Rob Carmichael and he is
understandably its first president.
As many trips as possible will be
planned; typeof trips and dates will
be set up right after Christmas.
Also after Christmas, a social event
(apres-ski?) has been set up on
campus for all members on January
8. Sounds like a lot of fun. Anyone
still wishing to join the club can
come down to the complex,
"buck-up", and be a part of what
appears to be a very exciting club.
If the talent allows, thoughts of a
varsity ski team are also brewing.
Hockey
A two way tie for first place was
created last week as Team 2 won
and Team 7 lost. Hi-light of the
week though was Team 4defeating
Team 1,the defendingchamps, 5-1.
Team 4 was led by the inspirational
play ofGaryFleming. Gary, who is
better known for his trumpeting at
Hawk football games, bagged a
legit hat trick and was a constant
threat at all times.
1:30next Wednesday 1-2,2:30 3-8,
3:30 4-7 and Thursday 9:30 5-6.
These are the final games before
Christmas.
Bowling
The Cornea Pins (Irv Blank,
Dave Michael, Sandy Dopp and Pat
Dutton) have the lead in theSunday
bowling league. Al Petroff had a
great week with 222 and 200 sing-
les, and a high triple of 564. Pat
Dutton emergedamong the women
with a 170 high and 413 triple.
Tennis
The Wimbledon finals were to be
held this week between GaryMuel-
ler and Gary Jeffries. Mule made
his way to the finals by erasing
Dave Brennan 6-0, 6-0 and since
football season is safely over, then
went out and thrashed Coach
Newbrough 6-3, 6-0. Meanwhile,
Jeff has been practising against the
wallin his basement. So far the wall
has taken sets 6-2, 6-1.
Squash
The men's varsity squash team
played Brock last night in four
matches. From Blair Mullin, Bill
Hamblin, Barry Gowan, Dan Jer-
red, Joe Barsalona and Parry
Desai, Coach Jeffries will choose
five guys for OUAA competition.
Aquatics
Caught some of the swimming
and diving relays last Saturday at
the pool. I was impressed with the
organization and efficiency with
which the event was held. Thanks
go to Roger Passmore and his sup-
porting staff for adding a new di-
mension to sports at the school.
Curling
Twenty-four signed up. Ten
have shown up. Where are the rest
of you? Glenbriar, Tuesdays, 3-5
p.m. Read?
Instructionals
Thanks go to Chuck Classen and
Art Stephen for their instruction in
tennis and squash respectively.
Thanks also to Anna Mac Hill for
her yoga leadership; hopefully this
event will continue after Christ-
mas.
Women's V-ball
Last weekend, the women's vol-
leyball team travelled to Guelphto
play in the Challenge Cup tourna-
ment. Teams from both the east di-
visions and the west division were
present since the games counted in
league standings. Unfortunately,
our women's team came away with
no wins. As usual we fought hard
but to no avail. We played games
against York, Toronto, Queen's,
Carleton, Ottawa and Laurentian.
It was a somewhat discouraging
weekend but hopefully things will
change in games to come. The
women's next games will be played
in Hamilton againstMac and Wind-
sor on December 7.
College Bowl
Western prevailed 19-15 over U
ofTin the Comic Bowl lastFriday.
The gamewas not really as close as
the score indicated. A veritable
comedy of errors precipitated the
Blue's downfall. It is unfortunate
that a game of this importance was
decided by such glaring errors.
However, 26,000 people attended,
a great boost for the Canadian Save
the Children Fund.
NFL Picks
Coach Knight has voiced disbe-
lief in his inability to take the lead
despite the highest averageofpicks
nearly every week. There has also
been grumblings that Coach New-
brough has been receiving secret
inside information and therefore
should be disqualified. I mean,
c'mon, the Jets over Miami?
B-ball: Warren's Women
by Sharon Smith
In a game hi-lighted by sloppy
play and poor officiating, WLU
opened their league season against
Waterloo losing 52-39. Ifnotfor our
own poor playing in the first half,
WLU mightwell have reversed this
score.
Trailing by onlyfive points at the
half, 24-19, WLU put on a second
half rush which saw them draw to
within 3 points of Waterloo. With
some sparkling offensive play by
Mary Esau and Cheri Bethune,
hooping nine and eight points re-
spectively, WLU played their
finesthalfofbasketball this season.
Linda Grant and Phyllis Leith
chipped in six points each. Nine
players dressed for thegameand all
made a contribution to the team as
a whole by scoring and setting up
baskets. Brenda Riddell was back
in action for this game after re-
cuperating from her previous in-
jury,which only she "nose" about.
However, Flo Laßine was still out
with her injury, which handicapped
our team.
Against Mac on Friday night
WLU again got offto a slow start.
We suffered a 48-29 defeat at the
hands of a quick, aggressive Mac
team. The team received strong of-
fensive performance from Jan Wil-
son and Linda Grant (who scored
11 points). Mary Esau and "little
Jan" both basketed five points.
WLU made a strong comeback in
the second halfby sinking 20 points
but the clock was against us in our
determined bid.
The Hawkettes are steadily im-
proving, developing both an ade-
quate offensive and defensive
game. Our women's team now has
an assistant coach in the person of
Bryan DeMarchi. Withthe skill and
knowledge of both Bryan and our
coach, Warren Sutton, the team
hopes the winning trend will soon
appear.
This Saturday November 30 at
2:00 p.m. the team plays it's first
home game. It is hoped that many
supporters will come to the game
and cheer our women on. All the
men's teams are on the road so
there's no excuse for hot showing
up. See you there.
The women's b-ball team clowning around with coach Warren Sut-
ton.
photo
by
Haslip
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B-ball tourney: a sparkling success
by Dan Russell
The Waterloo Warriors put to-
gether their finest effort of the
tournament Saturday night to de-
feat Hillsdale College of Michigan
75 to 65 in thefirst Annual W.L.U.
Invitational Basketball Tourna-
ment.
Hillsdale made their way to the
final game by soundly trouncing
Lakehead Nor'Westers in the
opening game, 113-84. This victory
earned them the right to play our
Golden Hawks who had earlier in
the day blown out D'Youville Col-
lege of N.Y..12.1-47. The calibre of
this team however might be validly
reflected in the suggestion that they
change their name from D'Youville
to Vaudeville. High scorer in this
match was Stu Bollafer who had 22
points. i
With Hillsdale enjoying a de-
cided height and springboard ad-
vantage, concensus was that we
bring in medics for our survivors.
However this was not to be re-
flected in the attitude of the young
Hawks. Playing a tough man-to-
man defence combined with their
patented fast break, the Hawks and
Hillsdale were tied after 5 minutes
of play. However'the inevitable
was*not to be denied. Neil Hege-
man got into early foul trouble, and
the substitution of inexperienced
players and the lack of substantial
heightall combined to turn the tide.
Hillsdale went on to win a
nevertheless exciting game 120-78.
Tom Thompson played an out-
standing game and led the Hawks
with 32 points and 8 rebounds. Neil
Hegeman and Joe Macrito added 20
and 12 pts, respectively. Hillsdale
scorers were Maynard Crawley
with 34 and Tim Fox with 18.
The Waterloo Warriors earned a
berth in the finals by demolishing
Loyola 125-60, Friday, and easing
past Guelph in.a much closer game
Saturday. Exchanging the lead
with the Gryphons for most of the
way, the Warriors finally pulled
ahead in the final two minutes to
win 86-77. Waterloo scoring was
handled by Bill Robinson with 31
and Mike Moser with 20. Grey
Leon was high man for the
Gryphons with 18.
In other games Guelph had ear-
lier beaten Brock 83-74. Brock
went on to lose again this time to
Loyola 131-118 in overtime.
Lakehead massacred D'Youville
142-51, and went on to win the
Consolation Finals by trouncing
Loyola 121-99. Mike Holyfield led
theNor'Westers with 33 pts. and 14
rebounds, while K.C.I, grad Neil
Wickson contributed 15. Doug
Merlin answered for thelosers with
23.
In the Championship game
Waterloo employed a stingy zone
defence in the first half to slow
down the fast breaking Hillsdale
club. Later under the guidance of
Bill Robinson, the defense was al-
ternated between zone and man to
man. This tactic was obviously ef-
fective as the Americans hit ononly
35% of their attempts from the
field. The Warriors on the other
hand utilized a slow deliberate of-
fence to edge the Hillsdale team
75-65.
The loss of Maynard Crawley,
whowas in foul trouble early in the
first half, seemed to sap the
momentum from the Hillsdale at-
tack. When Crawley did return in
the 2nd halfPhil Schote did an out-
standing job defending him and
held Crawley to a low 17 point
total, well below Crawley's tour-
nament average. -Mike Moser led all scorers with
25 pts. Mike also dominated the
boards by hauling down 16 of
Waterloo's 31 rebounds. Trevor
Briggs and Bill Robinson contri-
buted 18 and 15 points respec-
tively. Crawley was high man for
Hillsdale with 17 points followed
by Tom Adams who had 16.
Tournament All-Stars as
selected by the coaches were:
Maynard Crawley Hillsdale Col-
lege, Mich.
Mike Moser University of Water-
loo
Mike Holyfield Lakehead Univer-
sity
Bob Sharpe University of Guelph
John Dore Loyola University
James Mackey Lakehead Univer-
sity
The Most Valuable Player ofthe
tournament was Bill Robinson
from the University of Waterloo.
I would like to take this oppor-
tunity to thank Coach Don Smith
on behalf of the interested basket-
ball fans of W.L.U. for having the
ingenuity and the guts to take the
initiative in presenting this tourna-
ment, when so much seemed to be
against it in the beginning.
In a game played last Tuesday,
Laurier edged past Ryerson Rams
90-89. High scorers were Joe Mac-
rito with 29 and Paul Lattangio with
17.Big men for Ryerson were Tom
Tittle and RomanBerhuaka with 17
apiece.
(Sports Ed. note: Once again, credit
where credit is due. Dan Russell did
a great job in publicizing and coor-
dinatingthe event and deserves rec-
ognition for a job well done)
"We'll have to call the fire department. I can't get the damn thing
down."
"We just got the damnthing down. What are you throwing it upthere
again for?"
photo
by
hasfip
Hawkey: close getting closer
by Foster Hughhit
Although they scored eightgoals
in two games, the hockey Hawks
failed again in their attempts to find
the winning combination last,
weekend. They fell victim to the
University of Ottawa Gee-Gees 5-3
on Friday night and Saturday after-
noon the Queen's Golden Gaels
became the ungracious hosts, turn-
ing us back 8-5.
Both games, although fairly high
scoring, were close in both action
and outcome.
In Ottawa, the first period ended
3-2 for the Gee-Gees. Hawk
marksmen were Brent Heard and
Bill Low, whoboth lead the team in
scoring. There was no scoring in
the second stanza; as a matter of
fact the score remained 3-2 until the
17 minute mark of the third, when
Ottawa potted two quick ones to
ice the victory. Ha.wks made a be-
lated attempt at acomeback when
Dennis Schooley closed it to 5-3 but
for all intents and purposes the
game was over by then.
Ottawa proved to be a very
strong skating club and played ex-
cellent positionally. Hawks, as in
previous games, suffered in the
penalty parade, taking seven
minors and giving up a goal on one
of-these shorthanded occasions.
Once again the referee delighted
the fans with his impersonation of
I. M. Incompetent, something
which many officials in the OUAA
are attempting to copy this year.
However the Hawk's trip to Ot-
tawa didnot entirelygo for nought.
Jim Nickleson was ecstatic with the
tourof the Parliament buildings and
has brought back a great photo of
Trudeau swearing on Capitol Hill.
Kirn Bauer and Phil McColeman
chipped in that during a downtown
stroll they were simultaneously
amazed at the number of highclass
shoe stores dotting the streets. "I
was simultaneously amazed"
stated Kirn in an extensive Cord
interview. After bunking down in
Ottawa, the team travelled Satur-
day to Kingston for their exhibition
game against Queen's.
As it was an exhibition game,
Coach Gowing was interested to
see how his back-up goaltenders
would fare in action. Ken Scott
started for the Hawks in goal, giv-
ing up the first four Queen's mar-
kers. The score was 3-1 for the
Gaels at the end of the first period
with Dennis Schooley, picking up
where he left off the night before,
scoring for the Hawks.
The score was 7-4 at the end of
two periods in the Gaels favour as
Gowing replaced Scott with
McColeman during that frame.
Schooley again and Paul Stratton
with a pair counted for WLU. The
teams exchanged goals in the final
period as Gavin Smith picked up
the fifth Hawk goal.
As this game was only an exhibi-
tion affair, the Hawk record now
stands at a tie and two losses. The
goal power is obviously there, but
Coach Gowingadmits that the team
is starting off rather slowly defen-
sively. He is looking for a better
defensive showing and says that it
can only come from hard work in
practice; puck handling and careful
passing need the most improve-
ment.
Hopefully this improvement will
come before Friday night when
Hawks venture off to Hamilton to
play McMaster. In the coach's
mind, this game is of key impor-
tance to the entire season, as
McMaster is one team Hawks will
definitely have to beat in order to
gain a playoffberth. McMaster has
added well to their roster this sea-
son, and have fared very well this
year against some premier compet-
ition.
At this time Iwould like to add to
Hawkey fans that just because the
team is winless in three starts defi-
nitely does not mean a losing sea-
son is in store. In their three games
Hawks have probably played three
of the toughest teams in the
OUAA, and if not well, have fared
very closely. If important victories
can be achieved against teams like
Mac and Guelph, then the playoff
picture is indeed very bright.
Hard work should get the trick
done as the talent is obviously
there. Looking ahead, WLU is on
the road until December 7, when
we host Windsor. Hopefully, the
team willbe able to welcome itself
and its fans back, batting an even
five hundred. . .
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W. WATCHCRAFT JEWELLERS
H. L. MEYER 745-1431
A j\ 134 KING ST. SOUTH WATERLOO
/ft A BULOVA 400 DAY
CLOCKS
WmAt SE,KOXT 7 WALL CLOCKS
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Student, lots of experience,
('cans anc rePar s typewrit-trs. Two day service, tree pic-UP' "x'siitew macr, ines for sale. Noripoff. Call Bill at 634-5592
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HOMEM AUTO COMPONENTS—SPEAKERS ' CHANGERS * ACCESSORIES ' TAPES j_J_i\|__
UKroliheoris NEW
_____H____i ____ mm MWMkMWMk QC Tne line is comprised of four _Cft. I.IU JJOspeaker models that begin? QQ.95I |V |5/J/ B eachat W ea._ and finish atli/ /"ea-
r y Y ou can't beat these5 Year rartS ano speakers with ANY other
Labour Warranty for the money."
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321 WEBER ST. NORTH IN WATERLOO u« tw«nunv.rl,, y .nd co.umi_ OPEN MONDAY TOFRIDAY from 9AMto9 PM Optn S«tur_.y9«mto6pm PUCE PARKING
E_d Pill fc^—•[[ »w., 1 pr [ rill M
Mr And Southern Comfort is «//you need S
kfl BP — for everything from Comfort on the
Rocks to an exotic Southern Julep. And A^HSouthern Comfort is sweet satisfaction yfl
a "'1N itself. Southern Comfort, Jfl9
SOUTHERN COMFORT
